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AbstrAct
The divertor of the ITER-like Wall in JET currently includes a solid tungsten row for the outer strike 
point. The use of plasma-facing tungsten in fusion devices is limited by its brittleness in the low 
temperature domain and by the occurrence of grain growth at high temperatures. In the absence of 
active cooling, an extreme case of thermal cycling is represented by the situation in JET: the plasma-
facing surface of the bulk tungsten tile experiences cyclic excursions from 200°C to about 2000°C.
Thermal fatigue for impact factors of 11–24MW/m2√√s is investigated with a Manson-Coffin model; 
tungsten properties come from production samples. Recrystallization is studied in metallographic cuts 
of tungsten lamellae identical to those installed in the torus were exposed in the MARION facility 
to JET relevant heat fluxes for >300 pulses (Pdep ≤9MW/m2, angle of attack 6°). The calculations 
suggest that the number of high temperature cycles should be limited, especially if the grain growth 
degrades material properties.

1. IntroductIon
The divertor of the new JET ITER-like Wall (ILW) currently includes a solid tungsten row for the 
outer strike point. It is well known that the application of tungsten as plasma-facing material in 
fusion devices is limited by its brittleness in the low temperature domain [1] and by the occurrence 
of recrystallization at high temperatures [2,3]. Ideally, a narrow temperature window should be 
guaranteed for operation [4,5]. Extreme cases of thermal cycling at both ends of this range are 
represented by the JET tokamak on the one side and by the temperature range aimed at for DEMO 
on the other. With initial temperatures  ≤ 200°C and excursions of the temperature of the tile surface 
to a maximum of about 2 000°C, the bulk tungsten material in JET undergoes  – in the absence 
of active cooling – the worst possible cycling from this point of view, the driving reason for the 
complex design [6]. In contrast, tungsten would be kept in the planned DEMO “fingers” between 
800°C and 1 000°C [7,8]; that is well above the Ductile-to-Brittle Transition Temperature (DBTT) 
and below the domain of significant recrystallization. It would thus be much safer with respect to 
thermal cycling (we do not consider here neutron-induced damages).
 The extreme conditions encountered in JET have motivated a closer look at the thermal fatigue 
of tungsten. The need for extreme care in this respect is underlined by experimental findings of 
recrystallization. As both effects cannot be avoided, they may well impose an upper limit to the 
total number of high performance pulses. The solid tungsten row in the divertor of JET consists of 
stacks of lamellae which are positioned as to mimic the former 3D shaped tile while retaining its 
shadowing properties in all directions (Fig.1). The basis for our study is thus either a single tungsten 
lamella or a full stack as shown in the figure.

2. thermAl cyclIng And fAtIgue
2.1 Material properties
The analysis of thermo-mechanical fatigue relies on the knowledge of several material properties. 
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With the temperature range 200°C – 2200°C subject of investigation, we have used either standard 
values for pure tungsten or, for some of them, those measured on pre-production samples collected 
during process qualification. The measured 0.2% yield and the ultimate tensile strength are shown 
in Fig.2 as an example. Note that the region of interest for fatigue lies where the temperature 
excursions are often well above the range where plentiful material data exist. Extrapolations had 
to be used in some cases to provide an adequate estimate for a full range temperature dependence 
of the material properties.
 With a flux of 7–9 MW/m2 for up to 10s, the thermal impact factors are in the range
11–24 MW/m2 s. The study was initially carried out for a simplified, uniform heat input on the top, 
plasma-facing surface of a standard tungsten lamella (62×5.9×40 mm3) and later refined to a more 
representative wetted area of only 3.5 mm width in toroidal direction (the so-called “operational” 
case below). With consideration of the 1 mm gap between lamellae, the latter case corresponds to 
a local amplification of the heat flux of 6.9/3.5 = 1.97. 

2.2 results of therMal cycling
The thermal and structural analyses were sequentially coupled in the course of seven cycles at 
different thermal impact factors, which is enough to reveal the main trend in the results. Several 
cases, corresponding to maximal temperatures of 1200°C, 1700°C and 2200°C were worked out. 
No allowance has been made for the additional effect of ELMs (edge localised modes) [9,10]. The 
non-linear thermal gradient through the lamella depth – from the plasma-facing surface down to 
the contact pads to the carrier – induce in the first place compression on the wetted front face and at 
the top of the racetrack channel which contains the clamping arrangement. Plasticity is taken into 
account by a material model which includes both kinematic and isotropic hardening to capture the 
behaviour as the stresses reverse direction during cycling [11].  
 A permanent deformation is visible in Fig. 3 which shows the level of plastic strain after the sixth 
pulse at the end of the cooling phase, i.e. back to 200°C. The figure applies to a uniform loading 
case. In comparison to the pure elastic calculation in ref. [12], the main stress in the upper part of the 
lamella (0–13 mm depth) has dropped from 150 MPa to about 120 MPa owing to the introduction of 
plasticity. Of course, incursion into the plastic domain is determined by the actual yield stress which 
is very much temperature dependent (Fig.2). As a consequence, the limiting yielding envelope for 
the poloidal stress and strain varies considerably with time. A small amount of strain ratchetting 
is observed, in the order of 5 me per cycle. Whether this ratchetting rate eventually decreases with 
the number of cycles, thanks to the containment of the plastic zone within a purely elastic region, 
is unknown and out of the scope of the present analysis. The permanent deformations occur in the 
regions shown in Fig.3: the very top of the lamella (tagged 1), which is directly exposed to the high 
loads, and a small region at the upper extremities of the clamping hole (tagged 2). Note that this is 
a pure thermo-mechanical effect, independent of the clamping forces which correspond to a low, 
uniform pressure exerted on the bottom shoulder of lamella. These results are similarly valid for 
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the uniformly distributed loading and for the more realistic operational case in the sense that the 
same zones in the lamella are affected. The latter case presents an additional stress in the toroidal 
direction since the exposed region is partially constrained and the front face strain is peaked in 
toroidal direction due to the peaking in the heat flux and temperature. As a result, the total strain 
range on the plasma face reaches 600 to 2000 me as the temperature reaches values of 1200 to 
2200°C. These values for the total strain range are used in the following section. 

2.3 estiMation of the fatigue life
For the fatigue assessment of the mechanically driven stresses, we have selected a convenient 
form of the Manson-Coffin relation [13], the Manson equation from the method of “universal 
slopes” [14]. It compares favourably with experimental results for a wide range of materials and 
can possibly be put into place with the available tungsten data (also from Fig.2). Nevertheless, the 
fatigue predictions are based on an empirical correlation for general structure metals, including 
body-centred cubic crystalline structures, but are not specific to tungsten. The total strain range, 
elastic plus plastic, reads

where N is the number of cycles to failure, e f  the true failure strain in tension, sUTS the ultimate 
tensile strength and E is Young’s modulus. Here the first term, which represents low cycle fatigue, 
dominates. 
 A representative picture of the expected fatigue life, according to this model, is shown in Fig. 4. 
The dashed curve (black squares) corresponds to a material which is close to room temperature 
whereas the blue one (diamonds) corresponds to 1200°C and the red colour (circles) to the highest 
temperature of 2200°C. The effect of temperature is only significant in the high cycle region because 
the elongation was assumed to be independent of temperature whereas E and sUTS are temperature 
dependent. The total strain range for the hottest case in section 2.2 amounted to 2000 me  or  N =5000 
(arrows), without any margin.
 Although the effect of the peak temperature is moderate – a factor of 1.5 to 2 at most between 
1200°C and 2200°C – shorter pulse lengths, at fixed peak temperature, reduce the fatigue life: for 
the case “2200°C within 2 s,” the fatigue life without margin is less than 1000 cycles. Moreover, 
the degradation of tungsten properties above 1200°C due to recrystallization (grain growth) is not 
taken into account at this stage. It may obviously further reduce the fatigue life.

3. grAIn growth
Stacks of tungsten lamellae identical to those installed in the torus were exposed in the 
ion beam facility MARION [15,16] to JET relevant heat fluxes for more than 300 pulses  
(Pdep ≤9MW/m2, angle of attack 6°, ~85MW/m2 on beam axis), roughly two thirds of which were 

∆ε (N, εf, σUTS, E) = εf    N-0.6 + 3.5          N-0.12   σUTS
E

0.6
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at temperatures above 1200°C. Details on the power deposition profile and results with respect 
to the overall power handling performance were reported elsewhere [17,18]. The exposed stacks 
contained a few prepared lamellae which were recrystallized, that is subjected to grain growth at 
different temperatures for 90 min. They are indicated in Fig.1:

• #10: a lamella in which grain growth has taken place during exposure only,
• #14: in oven at 1200°C prior to exposure,
• #16: in oven at 1400°C prior to exposure,
• #17: in oven at 1600°C prior to exposure.

 All prepared lamellae were placed in the left portion of the prototype stack, which was exposed 
to the highest heat flux [17]. 
 In the micrographs shown on Fig.5, all top faces, exposed to the plasma, are on the left side of 
the pictures. The various degrees of grain growth in different regions and in different lamellae are 
obvious: 

(a) the top picture shows the witness lamella, as delivered. It serves as witness to all others.  
The vertical orientation of the elongated grains (≤ 32×100 mm2 according to ASTM E112: 
2010), horizontal on the micrograph, was specified as the principal rolling direction;

(b) lamella No.10 corresponds to the tokamak case. Grain growth has taken place in the upper 
part as indicated. It is mainly noticeable at the high loss in orientation (caution: with a 
scale of 200mm, the magnification is higher than in all other pictures);

(c) c1-c3 correspond to lamellae 14 – 17, in order of increasing preparation temperature. The 
higher the temperature, the less visible is the frontier between the upper recrystal lized zone 
and the lower structure which has remained as before exposure to the plasma.

Whether the grain growth provoked by the plasma bombardment results in a significant loss of 
mechanical properties is under investigation. We have first indications that the 0.2% – yield and the 
UTS can drop by as much as 40%.
 In addition, a vertical section of lamella No.16 through the position indicated as – in Fig. 3 reveals 
the presence of a crack which extends perpendicularly to the clamping hole cut, in the direction 
of the front surface: Fig.6. It is about 3mm long. Remember that this lamella was recrystallized 
at 1400°C followed by an exposure to 100 low energy pulses and ~200 pulses at 40–65MJ/m2, 
Dtpulse

 = 5 – 12s. In the absence of statistics, this occurrence cannot be attributed unmistakably to 
the manufacturing process (electric discharge machining for that surface), to the cumulated effect 
of grain growth and thermo-mechanical fatigue, or even – which is less probable – to the sample 
preparation.
 It may only draw our attention to the relative weakness of regions of high thermal stress, especially 
for metals with low fracture toughness when thermal fatigue plays a role in a zone of expected 
recrystallization.
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conclusIons
When tungsten is used as plasma-facing material, especially in highly loaded zones, the possible 
occurrence of thermo-mechanical fatigue cannot be ignored. Estimates can be derived within the 
limits of a Manson model, which was deemed sensible if actual material data from production are fed 
in. Other boundary conditions to the thermal cycling, like detailed design, geometry of the loading, 
temperature extremes, characteristic times, etc. also play an important role. While cycling slightly 
into the plastic region and back, a certain amount of strain ratchetting comes to light. Precautionary 
measures, mainly budgeting of the high power pulses, were taken for JET to maximise the lifetime of 
the bulk tungsten tiles and somewhat relax the computed number of cycles to failure which amounted 
to 500 – 5000 depending on the chosen type of loading (highest vertical temperature gradient  
∂T/∂z ≤ 5 × 104 K/m, highest total strain range De ≤ 2000 me). The three temperature classes of 
(1001 – 1200°C), (1201 – 1700°C) and (1701 – 2200°C) may be used advantageously, in a pulse 
budget, to keep the possible damage within bounds. They provide the link to the realistic plasma 
scenarios which were proposed in [18].
 Nevertheless, two worsening factors are not yet taken into account here above : 

– the weakening of the material that is subject to high temperatures which results in appreciable 
grain growth. The evidence for an inevitable grain growth was shown experimentally with 
real components exposed to an ion beam in the MARION facility, under conditions made as 
close as possible to the exposure in the torus (peak power on axis P ≤ 85 MW/m2, incidence: 
angle of attack a ~6°). This may exacerbate thermal stress fatigue. 

– the additional effect of ELMs which can significantly contribute to the material damage. 
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Figure 1: The main building block of the bulk tungsten tiles is a stack of 24 lamellae. The stacks are aligned with the 
toroidal direction. Shaded lamellae were undergoing recrystallization in an oven before exposure (Sect. 3)
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Figure 2: Tungsten yield (upper graph) and ultimate tensile strength (lower graph), both curves from actual samples. 
“T” indicates the somewhat weaker direction which is transverse to the main grain orientation as given by the last 
pass of the rolling process.
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Figure 3: Plastic strain contours at the end of the 6th cycle at 9MW/m2 for 10s (lamella cooled down back to the initial 
temperature). 1and 2 mark the zones discussed in the text

Figure 4: Fatigue of tungsten (method of the universal slopes). The arrows indicate the case  
discussed in section 2.2 with a computed total strain range of 2×103 me
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Figure 6: Crack found at the upper edge of the racetrack hole.

Figure 5: Micrographs: vertical cross-sections of different lamellae. 
The plasma-facing surface is on the left of the pictures. (a) unexposed 
witness lamella (scale 1 mm).The orientation of the elongated grains 
is clearly visible, it corresponds to the preferred rolling direction; (b) 
lamella no.10 (larger magnification: 200 mm): the border between 
recrystallized top and the lower part is indicated. Grains close to the 
front face are larger and have lost their orientation to a large extent. 
(c) various degrees of recrystallization before exposure: (1) 1200°C, 
(2) 1400°C,  (3) 1600°C. After subsequent exposure: at higher grain 
growth temperatures in the oven, the frontier between recrystallization 
by the plasma and original material structure is barely visible.JG
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